A method which uses a generalized ζ-function to compute the renormalized (Euclidean) stress tensor of a quantum field propagating in a curved background is presented. The method does not use point-splitting procedures or off-diagonal ζ functions but employs an analytic continuation of a generalized ζ-function. The starting point of the method is the direct computation of the functional derivatives of the Euclidean one-loop effective action with respect to the background metric. It is proved that the method, when available, gives rise to a conserved stress tensor and, in the case of a massless conformally coupled field, produces the conformal anomaly formula directly. Moreover, it is proved that the obtained stress tensor agrees with statistical mechanics in the case of a finite-temperature theory. The renormalization procedure is controlled by the structure of the poles of the stress-tensor ζ function. The infinite renormalization is automatic due to a "magic" cancellation of two poles. The remaining finite renormalization involves locally geometrical terms arising by a certain residue. Such terms are also conserved and thus represent just a finite renormalization of the geometric part of the Einstein gravitation equations (customary generalized through high-order curvature terms). Finally, the method is checked in two particular cases finding a perfect agreement with other approaches.
Introduction
As is well-known, the stress tensor generally accepted as correct in a curved background is obtained by calculating the functional derivative of the matter field action with respect to the background metric (see for example [1] ). That is the stress tensor which appears as the gravitational source into the Einstein equations.
As first proposed by Schwinger [2] , dealing with quantum quasifree field theory in curved background, the quantum averaged stress tensor is computed by varying the metric into the one-loop effective action. The effective action takes account of the quantum state [3] . In fact, this is the first step in order to perform a semiclassical approach to the quantum gravity. In general, one can get the averaged stress tensor also in thermal quantum states dealing with an opportune Euclidean time-periodic continuation of the theory and the corresponding Euclidean effective action. This approach is more general than the previous one. Indeed, at least when the Lorentzian manifold is static (i.e., the time of the considered and analytically continued coordinate defines a time-like Killing vector normal to the surfaces at constant time), the limit at vanishing temperature should reproduces the non thermal stress tensor referred to the vacuum state related to the time-like Killing vector 2 .
The computation of the one-loop regularized and renormalized quantum Euclidean effective action can be performed employing the ζ-function procedure [4, 3, 5] that we shall summarize in the following. One starts with the identity which defines the (Euclidean) effective action: where S is the Euclidean action of the matter field φ which we can suppose, for sake of simplicity, a real scalar field (the approach also deals with much more complicate cases). The spaceconfiguration measure which appears in the functional integral is that well-known [4, 6, 7] Dφ = x g(x) 1/4 dφ(x) (1) and the action is built up as
where A is an elliptic differential second-order selfadjoint operator positive defined on the Euclidean manifold M. In a thermal theory with a temperature T , this manifold is periodic in the Euclidean time being β = 1/T the period. µ is a scale parameter necessary from dimensional considerations. This parameter may remain in the final results and thus can be reabsorbed into the renormalized gravitational constant as well as other physically measurable parameters involved in (generalized) Einstein's equations. This is a part of the programme of the semiclassical quantum gravity approach [3] . We can suppose that the manifold above is closed (namely compact without boundary) in order to have a discrete spectrum with proper eigenvectors of A and do not consider boundary conditions. Anyhow, the method can be generalized for the nonclosed case (e.g. an infinite volume or presence of boundaries) by considering continuous spectra and boundary conditions [8, 5] . We can compute the previous determinant in the framework of the local ζ function regularization [4] by (the reason of that generalized definition will be clear shortly):
The ζ function can be obtained by integrating the local ζ function:
where, through the spectral representation, φ n (x) being a normalized eigenvector of A with eigenvalue λ n :
Equivalently
These identities have to be understood in the sense of the analytic continuation of the right hand sides to values of s by which the summations do not converge. The summation above converges whenever Re s > 2 defining analytic functions which can be extended into a meromorphic function defined on the complex s plane except for two simple poles on the real axis, at s = 1 and s = 2. We refer to [5] and references therein for a complete report in the general case.
The main reason to define the determinant of A like in (3) is that, in the finite dimensional case, this coincide with the usual definition as one can obtain directly through (6) which reduces to an ordinary summation.
The ζ function approach provides us with a good theoretical definition of the determinant of an operator. Moreover, as far as the quantum field theory in a curved background is concerned, the ζ-function approach has been proved to produce the right interpretation of the functional integral and the one-loop renormalized effective action whatever someone was able to perform the previously cited analytical continuation [3, 5] . Furthermore, on the theoretical ground, this approach led to very satisfactory results. In particular, the renormalization procedure 3 hidden in the ζ-regularization procedure seems to be the correct one in the sense that it agrees with all physical requirements and with different procedures (e.g., dimensional regularization, pointsplitting method [3] ). The important difference from the other renormalization techniques is that the ζ-function approach leads naturally to finite quantities without any "by hand" subtraction of infinite quantities, also maintaining the possible terms arising from any finite renormalization. Finally, it is worthwhile stressing that ζ-function approaches are currently employed in dealing with black-hole entropy physics, in particular to obtain quantum correction to the Beckenstein-Hawking entropy (e.g. see [9, 10, 11, 12] ).
In principle, the Euclidean (quantum) stress tensor 4 can be carried out from the one-loop effective action employing the usual definition 5
The Lorentzian stress tensor is then obtained by the Euclidean one re-continuing analytically the latter into the Lorentzian section of the manifold. However, it is not so simple to perform the functional derivative in the formula written above, employing the ζ-function regularized effective action, because the local ζ function is not explicitly expressed in terms of the metric. In general considering all known methods to regularize the stress tensor, barring (very important) theoretical consideration [3] , it is not so simple to use the formula above at all 6 . Other, more indirect, procedures have been found in order compute the stress tensor, e.g. the so-called "point-splitting" approach [3] or mixed procedures which involves point-splitting like methods and off-diagonal local ζ functions [13, 14] .
This paper is devoted to propose a generalization of the local ζ-function approach in order to use directly the formula above 7 . We shall present a ζ-function direct approach which, when available, produces a conserved stress-tensor as well as the well-known and expected conformal anomaly in the case of a conformally coupled massless field. Furthermore, by our approach, one can prove thermodynamical identities usually supposed true without any general proof in a curved spacetime. Obviously, the usual concrete problem remains, one has to perform explicitly some analytic continuation to get the final result and this is not possible, in practice, for all physically interesting cases. At least, the formulae we will find define an alternative procedure among those which already exist. Anyhow, it seems that our formulation could be interesting on the theoretical ground in particular. Indeed, as we shall see in this work, one can obtain the general results above-cited by employing a very little amount of calculations and a very clear procedure.
The paper is organized as it follows. In Section 2 we shall build up our general approach defining the background where it should work and we shall also stress some features of the method as far as the involved finite renormalization is concerned.
In Section 3 we shall analyze some general features of our theory by employing the heat kernel expansion. In Section 4 and 5 we shall prove that our approach, when available, produces a conserved stress tensor naturally and gives rise to the conformal anomaly directly in the case of a conformally invariant classical action. In Section 6 we shall prove that our approach agrees with the statistical mechanics interpretation of the time periodic Euclidean path integral. This result implies some comments on the correct use of the apparently "wrong" path-integral phase-space measure (that is an old problem reproposed recently by several authors). In Section 7 we shall study the concrete example of a super ζ-regular theory and a ζ-regular theory considering respectively the massless boson field in a flat box and the massless conformally coupled scalar field in a curved spacetime. Section 8 contains a summary and a final discussion on the topics dealt with in this paper. Appendix contains the proofs of some useful formulae employed throughout the paper.
The ζ function of the stress tensor
Let us consider the functional definition of the stress tensor appearing in (7) . In that formula, employing a ζ-function approach, the effective action is defined as:
where
It is worthwhile stressing that the summation written above does not include possible null eigenvalues [4] . As we said in Introduction, the identity (9) holds in the sense of the analytic continuation when Res < M , where M is a number obtained by the heat kernel expansion depending on the operator A and the structure of the manifold (usually M = 2 dealing with Euclidean 4-manifolds) [8, 5] . We re-stress that the spectrum of the operator A which appears into the Euclidean action is supposed to be purely discrete as it happens for Hodge-de Rham Laplacian operators in closed manifolds [15] . In other physically interesting cases, one should deal with proper spectral measures, or consider the studied manifolds as opportune limits of closed manifolds, and eventually, one has to take care of possible boundary conditions in defining the selfadjointness domain of the operator A.
Due to the purely heuristic form of this paper, we shall not consider all mathematical subtleties involved in the ζ-function approach (see [15, 5] and refs therein). Our proposal is to perform the functional derivative with respect to the metric directly in the right hand side of (9) before we perform the analytic continuation. This should produce another series and another analytic function. The value at s = 0 of the s derivative of this new ζ function should be considered as a possible regularization of the stress tensor. In Appendix we shall prove the formula:
where, through obvious notations, we defined
Let us define further
This is nothing but the classical real scalar field stress-tensor evaluated on the nth mode. Few calculations employing (9) and (5) lead us to, for the values of s where the series in the right hand side converge
which we can also write as
where we defined
Finally, we define the ζ function of the stress tensor through
or, more correctly, Z ab (s, x) is the analytic continuation of the series (discarding the possibles null eigenvalues)
supposing that this series converges for Re s > M ′ similarly to the case of the simple ζ function. Following the spirit of (7) and (8), our idea is to continue analytically the function ζ ab (s, x|A) into the whole complex s-plane and, when possible, define the renormalized stress tensor as
It is useful to explicit the form of the function Z ab (s, x|A) in terms of the function ζ ab (s + 1, x|A) and ζ(s, x|A). We have
We stress that the functions ζ which appear in the formula above are the analytic continuations of the corresponding series. An important technical comment is in order. We are considering theories in which the ζ-function approach is available in order to regularize the effective action (Lagrangian). In such a situation the following two conditions have to hold true: ζ(0, x|A) and ζ ′ (0, x|A) (where ′ indicates the s derivative) must be finite. By consequence, the limits of s ζ ′ (s, x|A) and s ζ(s, x|A) as s → 0 have to vanish. The final result which arises performing the derivative in (17) , taking account of the previous remark, reads
We shall define a "super ζ-regular theory" as a QFT on a (Euclidean) manifold which can be regularized by the local ζ-function approach as far as the one-loop action and the stress tensor are concerned and, in particular, producing a x-smooth function ζ ab (s, x|A) which can be analytically continued from values of s where the corresponding series converges to a neighbourhood of s = 1. Thus, in the case of a super ζ-regular theory, (19) reads more simply
Note that the stress tensor of a super ζ-regular theory is independent of the scale µ. The price one should have to pay in order to preserve the µ dependence were a divergence in the first term in the right hand side of (19) . We shall come back to this point shortly.
The second term in the right-hand side of the equation above is quite surprising at first sight. This is because the classical stress tensor (evaluated on the modes) is related only with the first term in the right-hand side. Anyhow, as we shall see later, the unexpected terms in (20) and (19) are necessary in order to produce a conserved stress tensor and give raise to the conformal anomaly formula. In particular, notice that the classical stress tensor evaluated on the modes cannot be conserved because the modes do not satisfy the (Euclidean) motion equations (barring null modes).
In general, dealing with physical theories in four dimensional manifolds, we expect that the function ζ ab (s + 1, x|A) takes a singularity in s = 0 for two reasons at least. First of all ζ ab (s, x|A) is related to ζ(s, x|A) which, dealing with four dimensional manifolds, carries a pole as s → 1 and we expect that spatial derivatives do not change this fact (this will be more clear employing the heat kernel expansion as we shall see in the following). A more physical reason is the following one. As is well known, the matter-field action when renormalized through any procedure, also different from ζ-function approach (see [3] ), results to be affected by an ambiguous part containing an arbitrary scale parameter. That role is played by µ in the ζfunction approach. This is a finite relic of the infinite subtraction procedure. These relic terms depend on the geometry locally and from the parameters of the matter. For this reason they can be also thought like parts of the gravitational action [3] . In fact, it has been proved that their only role is to renormalize the coupling constants of Einstein-Hilbert's gravitational action opportunely generalized in order to contain also high order terms in the curvatures [3] 8 . We have to expect that similar scale-dependent terms also appears in the renormalized stress tensor. This is because they have to renormalize the same coupling constants which also appear in the geometrical part of (generalized) Einstein's equations of the gravitation [3] . Dealing with the stress tensor renormalization, the arbitrary scale µ in (19) should play the same job which it does as far as the ζ-regularization of the effective action is concerned. Following this insight we are led to assume that, more generally than in the case of a super ζ-regular theory, when our approach is available lim s→0 s ζ ab (s + 1, x|A) = G ab (x|A) (finite quantity).
(21)
This is the only possibility in order to maintain the parameter µ into the final renormalized stress tensor in (19) . Our assumption implies that the function ζ ab (s + 1, x|A) has a simple pole at s = 0. We shall define a "ζ-regular theory" as a quantum field theory on a curved spacetime which can be regularized through the local ζ function approach as far as the effective action is concerned, and produces a x−smooth ζ ab (s, x|A) which can be analytically continued from values of s where the corresponding series converges to a neighbourhood of s = 1, except for the point s = 1 which is a simple pole.
A priori, in the case of a ζ-regular theory, the definition (17)- (19) of the renormalized stress tensor can be employed provided the infinite terms arising from the poles in the first and third term in the right hand side of (19) were discarded. Actually a magic fact happens, those two divergences cancel out each other and the function Z ab (s, x|A) results to be analytic also at s = 0 where ζ ab (s + 1, x|A) has a pole! Indeed, taking into account that the singularity in ζ ab (s + 1, x|A) is a simple pole, a trivial calculation proves that the structure of these singularities as s → 0 are respectively
and
Substituting in (19) , we see that those divergences cancel out each other. We stress that the function G ab (x|A) remains into the finite renormalization term containing the scale µ in (19) . The difference between super ζ-regular theories and ζ-regular theories concerns only the presence of the scale µ in the final stress tensor.
As a further remark we stress that the function G ab (x|A) which appears in (21) as well as in (22) and (23) contains the whole information about both the (scale dependent) finite and infinite renormalization of the stress tensor.
In the next sections we shall prove the important identity which holds in case of ζ-regular theories
We expect that the term G ab (x|A) is built up through the local geometry of the manifolds. This is a consequence of the fact that the function G ab (x|A) can be carried out employing the heat kernel expansion coefficients as we shall see in the next section. All that means that we can consider G ab (x|A) as a correction to the geometrical term in Einstein's equations of the gravity.
We have dealt with a real scalar field in a closed manifold only. Anyhow, reminding of the general success of the ζ-function approach to regularize the effective action, we expect that our method can be used to regularize the stress tensor in more general situations, simply passing, when necessary, to consider (charged) spinorial modes 9 and continuous spectral measures in (15) and (20) . Conversely, the presence of boundaries could involves further problems.
Heat-kernel expansion analysis
In this section we shall consider, on a general ground, the behaviour of the function Z ab (s, x|A) near the point s = 0 in the case of a real scalar field whose action is
By employing the heat-kernel expansion we shall see that such a theory define a ζ-regular theory (possibly also super ζ-regular). We shall be also able to relate the residue G ab (s, x|A) to the heat-kernel coefficients.
The operator which correspond to the action above is
and the corresponding stress tensor reads
A few calculations lead to the stress tensor evaluated on the modes
We are able to write down the function ζ ab (s, x) in the general case considered above. Employing the definition (15) we find
For future reference, it is convenient defining alsō
where we suppose to continue analytically the series above as long as possible in the complex s plane.
We want to study the behaviour of the function ζ ab (s + 1, x|A) and hence Z ab (s, x|A) near the possible singularity at s = 0 and, more generally, we want to study the meromorphic structure of these functions. Let us consider the off-diagonal heat-kernel asymptotic expansion [16] in four dimension, which holds asymptotically for t → 0 and x near y in closed Euclidean manifolds
σ(x, y) is half the square of the geodesical distance from the point x to the point y. The heat kernel H(t, x, y) decays very speedly as t → +∞, the only singularities come out from its behaviour near t = 0. The relation between the heat-kernel expansion and the ζ-function theory ( [5] ) is that the heat kernel H(t, x, y|A) satisfies
where, for Re s sufficiently large
We can decompose the integration above into two parts as
The true difference from left hand side and right hand side of (31) is a function regular as t → 0.
Taking into account that fact, one can insert the expansion in (31) into the first integral in the right hand side of (34), obtaining
where h(s, x, y) is a unknown x, y-smooth and s-analytic function. This relation is the starting point of our considerations.
As general remarks we stress the following two fact. First, the coefficients a j (x, y|A) expressed in Riemannian coordinates centered in x ( [3] ) are polinomials in x − y whose coefficients are algebraic combinations of curvature tensors evaluated at the point x. Thus the limit as x → y of quantities as a j (x, y|A),
b a j (x, y|A) and so on we shall consider shortly, produces algebraic combinations of (covariant derivatives of) curvature tensors evaluated at the same point x. Secondly, there exists a recursive procedure which permits to get the coefficients a j (x, y|A) and their covariant derivatives evaluated in the limit of coincidence of arguments, when are known the coefficients a i (x, y|A), their derivative for 0 ≤ i < j and the covariant derivatives of the function σ(x, y|A), everything evaluated in the argument coincidence limit. Such a procedure can be obtained by a simple generalization of a similar procedure (which does not consider covariant derivatives) presented in [16] .
Let us evaluate the pole structure of the functionζ ab (s, x|A) employing (35) and the following known identities [3, 16] 
By taking the opportune derivatives in (35) and posing y = x finally, we find
Notice that in the pole expansion written above, an infinite number of apparent poles have been canceled out by corresponding zeros of (Γ(s + 1)) −1 .
The function ζ(x|A) has the well-known similar structure
Employing the results written above to calculating the pole structure of the function ζ ab (s + 1, x|A) through (29), we find
We stress the presence of a simple pole for s = 0. The pole expansion above written proves that the considered theory is a ζ-regular theory. The theory is also a super ζ-regular theory when the residue at s = 0 vanishes. This residue is just the function G ab (x|A) which reads in terms of heat-kernel coefficients
Now, it is obvious that G ab (x|A) depends on the geometry locally. In particular it is built up by algebraic combination of curvature tensors and their covariant derivatives. A closer scrutiny employing the recursive procedure to compute the heat-kernel coefficients cited above, proves that G ab (x) contains combinations of products of two curvature tensors at most 10 . Considering that G ab (x|A) is also conserved, this means that G ab (x) is obtained from an Einstein-Hilbert action improved by including quadratic terms in the curvature tensors. As we said, G ab (x|A) is the part of the renormalized stress tensor which can be changed by finite renormalization. This agrees with all different stress-tensor renormalization procedure where one finds that, in the case of a scalar field studied here, the finite renormalization of the stress tensor involves only curvature quadratic terms [3] . We shall check this fact later in a concrete case finding a perfect agreement with other methods.
4 Conservation of the stress tensor and G ab (x|A)
Let us prove that, in the case of a super ζ-regular theory or a ζ-regular theory, the stress tensor obtained from (19) is conserved. By the same proof, we shall get the conservation of G ab (x|A) too. Our strategy will be the following one. We shall consider the function whose the value at s = 0 is the renormalized stress tensor
and we shall evaluate the covariant divergence for the values of s in which the involved ζ-function can be expanded as a series. We shall find that this covariant divergence vanishes. Due to the analyticity of the considered functions, this result can be continued as far as the physical value s = 0. Let us consider the ζ function Z ab (s, x) expressed as the series in (16) Z ab (s, x) = 2s g(x) −1/2 n λ −(s+1) n δ λ n δg ab (x) .
We have
Let us prove that
Due to (42) and (41), this proves the conservation of the stress tensor by taking the limit at s = 0. A nice proof of (44) deals with as it follows. Let us consider the new "action"
This is a diffeomorphism invariant action producing the field equations
Aφ(x) = λ n φ(x) and Aφ * (x) = λ n φ * (x).
In particular, these equations are fulfilled by the eigenfunctions φ n (x) and φ * n (x). As wellknown, due to diffeomorphism invariance of the action, one gets the conservation of a stress tensor T n ab (x) evaluated on the motion solutions, namely, on the modes φ n (x) and φ * n (x). Again, this stress tensor is obtained as the functional derivative of the action Λ n with respect to the metric (with the overall factor −2g(x) −1/2 ). A little computation and (10) get just
The conservation of the left hand side implies (44) trivially.
An important remark, in the case of a ζ-regular theory is finally necessary. The conservation of the tensor Z ab (s, x) reads employing (18) s∇ a {ζ ab (s + 1, x|A) + g ab (x) ζ(s, x|A)} = 0.
We get, recalling (22) and performing the limit as s → 0 ∇ a G ab (x|A) = 0. This is nothing but (24).
The conformal anomaly
Let us prove of the conformal anomaly formula [3] by employing a way similar to that in the previous section, in the case of a super ζ-regular theory or a ζ-regular theory. As usually, we have to suppose that the classical action S[φ] is conformally invariant. As wellknown, by performing an infinitesimal local conformal transformation on both the metric and the field, the following equations arise
This implies that classically, working on solutions of the motion equation, the trace of the stress tensor vanishes. Similarly, dealing with the action evaluated on the modes φ n (x), the conformal invariance of the action lead us to 11
From this equation, employing (5) and (15) we get
where the involved ζ functions can be defined as series.
Holding our hypothesis of a ζ-regular theory, this result can be analytically continued arbitrarily close to the physical value s = 0. In particular, the left hand side of (46) must be finite at s = 0 because the right hand side so is. This seems quite surprising because ζ ab (s + 1, x|A) takes a pole at s = 0. We conclude that the pole has to disappear due to trace procedure in case of a conformally invariant action, namely
We shall check this fact directly, by considering a concrete case later. It is worthwhile noticing that the trace procedure, canceling out the pole in g ab (x)ζ ab (1, x|A), must also give rise to vanishing terms as far as s g ab (x)ζ ′ ab (s + 1, x|A) and s g ab (x)ζ ab (s + 1, x|A) are concerned when s → 0. Finally, (19) through (46) produces the well-known conformal anomaly formula [4, 3] g ab (x) < T ab (x) >= ζ(0, x|A).
(48)
6 Thermodynamics and comments on the phase-space measure of the path integral
In this section 12 we prove that for ζ-regular theories or super ζ-regular theories
where we have defined ln Z β := S eff , provided the (Euclidean and Lorentzian) manifold admit a global (Lorentzian time-like) Killing vector arising from the Euclidean temporal coordinate with a period β = 1/T . x represents the spatial coordinates which belong to the spatial section Σ and g L = −g is the determinant of the Lorentzian metric.
As it is clear from the notations, we are trying to interpret Z β as a partition function 13 . Notice that all quantities which appear in the formula above do not depend on the Euclidean or Lorentzian time because the manifold is stationary and thus no time dependence arises from the metric. By the same reason, the time dependence in the eigenvectors of the motion operator is exponential and thus it cancels out in all involved local ζ functions. Finally < T 0 L 0 ( x) >=< T 0 0 ( x) > by a trivial analytic continuation. Actually it is not necessary to interpret x 0 as a time coordinate, the same result in (49) arises also when the Killing vector is associated to the "spatial" coordinate x i , provided β were changed to L i , the "spatial" period of the manifold along the ith direction. Assuming both the homogeneity along x 0 and x i we get another expected formula trivially:
Before we start with the proof of (49), some important remarks are in order. In particular, let us consider a scalar field with an Euclidean action coupled with the scalar curvature, given by
and let us assume explicitly that the (both Lorentzian and Euclidean) metric is static, namely g (L)0i = 0 besides ∂ 0 g (L)ab (x) = 0 (but not necessarily ultrastatic). In that case, in principle [4] , there is no problem in implementing the canonical-ensemble approach to the thermodynamic and trying the interpretation of the Euclidean time-periodic path integral as a partition function Z β , and thus, in principle,
could be interpreted as the free energy of the field in the considered quantum thermal state. The case of a stationary manifold (g L 0i = 0) involves more subtleties also considering the analytic continuation into an Euclidean manifolds which we shall not consider here [4] . Anyhow, it is worthwhile stressing that (49), written in terms of < T 0 0 > and g, holds true in the general case of a stationary Euclidean metric ln Z β being S eff without assuming that this define any free energy. Identities as (49) or (50) represent a direct evidence that the definition of the partition function as a path integral on the continued Euclidean manifold, also in the case of a curved spacetime, does not lead to thermodynamical inconsistencies in the case of a closed spatial section of the manifold at least. We stress that −T 0 0 does not coincide with the Hamiltonian density H which one could expect in the right hand side of (49). Anyhow, the difference of these quantities is 13 T is the "statistical" temperature, the "local thermodynamical" one being given by Tolman's relation T / √ g00
a spatial divergence which does not produce contributions to the spatial integral, holding our hypothesis of a closed spatial section. Indeed, the case of a static metric we have
where w a = 1 2 ∇ a ln |g L00 |. Interpreting < φ 2 (x) > as the limit of ζ(s, x|A) as s → 1, the previous equation leads to a natural regularization of < d x g( x) H(x) > which coincides with the corresponding integral of < T 0 0 ( x) > which appears in the right hand side of (49) 14 . The validity of (49) and (50) is an indirect proof that the canonical measure suggested by Toms [7] in defining the path integral in the phase space
instead of the apparently more "natural" [17, 18] x {dφ(x)dΠ(x)} can be correctly used in defining the partition function in terms of an Euclidean Hamiltonian path integral. Indeed it is Toms' measure in the phase space which produces, by the usual momentum integration, the configuration space measure (1) which is used as a starting point to the ζ-function interpretation of the configuration space path integral [4, 7, 6] . As a final comment, it is worthwhile stressing that, already on a classical ground, dropping the requirement of a closed spatial section, the Hamiltonian could not coincide with the integral of T 0 0 and the theory would be more problematic. This could be very important in studying the quantum correction of the black-hole entropy, where the spatial section of the spacetime has a boundary represented, in the Lorentzian picture, by the event horizon [19] .
To conclude, let us prove the identity (49). We just sketch the way because that is very similar to the proofs in the previous sections. In Appendix we shall prove the identity (where
From the expression above and employing definitions in Section 2, we get that, for the values of s where the involved ζ functions can be expanded as series
and thus we find
that is (49). Notice that both Z β and T 0 0 are effected by arbitrary µ-dependent terms. A comparison between both sides of (49) explicited in terms of ζ functions lead us to the identity for the factors of ln(µ 2 )
where G ab (x|A) is the previously introduced residue of ζ ab (s + 1, x|A) at s = 0 (22).
Two examples
In this section we shall consider a super ζ-regular theory and a ζ-regular theory in concrete cases.
Let us consider the simplest example of a super ζ-regular theory. That is a massless boson gas at the inverse temperature β in a flat box with a very large spatial volume V . This is the same example considered by Hawking in [4] as far as the ζ-function regularization of the effective action was concerned; rather, we will deal with the stress tensor. For sake of simplicity, we shall deal with the component T 00 of the stress tensor only.
The Euclidean action of the field is simply
where η ab is the usually flat Euclidean metric. Notice that all coordinates define Killing vectors.
The stress tensor reads simply
We shall consider the box as a torus in order to use our method. The motion operator is the trivial Laplacian with the sign changed A = −∆, and we have the set of normalized eigenvectors
where x ≡ (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) and k ≡ (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ), each k i being quantized by the usual torus quantization. Also k n is quantized trivially by k n = 2πn/β where n = 0, ±1, ±2, .... Obviously, we have also
where λ n, k := k 2 + k 2 n .
The local zeta function reads
and finally, theζ 00 (s, x|A) function (see 30) reads similarlȳ
Proceeding as discussed in [4] , we can rewrite the formulae above, in the limit of a very large V
The final results are (see [4] )
and (through (29))
We have dropped parts dependent on the infrared cutoff ǫ because they vanish in the limit ǫ → 0 after we perform the analytic continuation at s = 0 (see [4] ). ζ R (s) is the usual Riemann zeta function which can be analytically continued in the whole complex plane except for the only singular point at s = 1 .
We can analytically continue the functions above in the s-complex plane. In particular, notice that both functions can be analytically continued in a neighbourhood of s = 0 including this point. The apparent pole of ζ 00 (s + 1, x|A) at s = 0 is canceled out by the pole of Γ(s) in the denominator; this means that ζ 00 (s+1, x|A) takes no poles in s = 0 and defines a super ζ-regular theory. Conversely, the ζ function in (60) vanishes at s = 0. As a final comment, we notice that the parameter µ will disappear from the final renormalized effective action and the final renormalized 00 component of the stress tensor. The 00 component of the renormalized stress tensor can be now computed by (20) , taking the value at s = 0 of the function in (61). We have
This is the well-known energy density of massless scalar bosons in a large box. The well-known partition function can be computed by the usual method through ζ(s, x|A) and reads [4] Z β = e β 3 π 2 /90 .
It is very simple to verify (49) by using (62) and (63).
As a second example, let us consider the case of a massless scalar field conformally coupled in a generic (closed Euclidean) four dimensional spacetime. Because a particular discussion on the form of < T ab > depends on the particular manifold we are dealing with, we shall consider, in the general case of a massless conformally coupled field, only the general form of the pole G ab (s, x|A) employing the equations founds in Section 3. We shall find that G ab (s, x|A) has a vanishing trace (and thus the conformal anomaly formula follows as we saw previously), it is conserved and depend locally on the geometry. In particular it is quadratic in the curvatures and can be thought as a generalization of the geometrical term in Eintein's equations. Moreover, we shall find that the explicit form of G ab (x|A) is just that required by other renormalization procedures.
We remind the reader the first and the second heat kernel off-diagonal coefficient in the case of a massless field. These coefficients appears in [3] 15
where z = y − x are Riemannian coordinates with the origin on the point x, the semicolon indicates the covariant derivative and 15 It is very important to note that the coefficients reported in [3] are referred to the Lorentzian metric. The choice of the signature employed in [3] is (1, −1, −1, −1) and the definition of the Riemann tensor R a bcd takes the oposit sign with respect the more usual choice [16] which we are employing. To pass from the Lorentzian convention in [3] to our Euclidean convention is sufficient to use the two formal transformations R ′a bcd → −R a bcd , g ′ ab → −g ab , where the primed quantities are those Lorentzian which appear in [3] and the others are our Euclidean quantities. The definitions of R ab and R do not change, we have R ab := R c acd , R := R c c in both formalisms.
Let us consider the conformally coupled case, i.e. ξ = 1/6. Then a 1 (x|A) = 0, (67)
Employing (40) as well as the coefficients above, we find
It is obvious that, just like we expected g ab (x) G ab (x|A) = 0.
As we said previously, this is related to the conformal anomaly. Let us explicit the form of G ab (x|A). A few trivial calculations 16 produces the result
The tensors (1) H ab (x) and (2) H ab (x) are well-known conserved tensor obtained by varying geometrical actions built up by quadratic curvature tensor terms. The right hand side of (71) is, up to constant overall factors, the only linear combination of those tensor which is traceless. Explicitly
We remind the reader that the term ln(µ 2 )G ab (x|A) represents the finite renormalization part of our ζ-function renormalization procedure. The expression of the finite renormalization part we have found in (71) is exactly the same which appears in other regularization and renormalization procedure (e.g. dimensional regularization) [3] . 16 Taking also account of the "topological" identity [3, 16]
Summary
In this paper we have presented a new approach to renormalize the one-loop stress tensor in a curved background based on an opportune ζ-function regularization. The procedure has been developed within the Euclidean formalism and in the hypothesis of a closed manifold and a real scalar field. We do not think that our approach should change dramatically relaxing such hypotheses. This is because the same ζ-function approach to renormalize the effective action was born in a similar context and has been successively developed into a very general context. Our approach, differently from all other approaches, is directly founded to the definition of the stress tensor as functional derivative of the effective action with respect to the background metric. All proofs contained in this paper are substantially based on that direct definition. We have seen that, although it is not possible performing the analytic continuations involved in the method in all concrete cases (this is the same drawback of the ζ function regularization of the effective action), the method is well managed on a theoretical ground. Indeed, within our approach, the proof of the conservation of the stress tensor, the conformal anomaly formula, several thermodynamical identities are actually very easy to carry out. The infinite renormalization is made harmless by an automatic cancellation and the finite part is clearly highlighted as a residue of a pole of the stress tensor ζ function. It is furthermore clear that the renormalizing terms are conserved and depend on the geometry locally and thus can be thought as parts of geometrical side of the Einstein equations. Their explicit form can be obtained by the heat kernel expansion as outlined previously. We have checked the method considering some features of two concrete cases obtaining a perfect agreement with other renormalization procedures.
For the future, many ways remain to explore. First of all a generalization of the presented regularization method to manifolds containing boundary is necessary also in order to deal with physically interesting situations as the presence of horizon events in the Lorentzian manifold. Another interesting point is to study the relation between Wald's theorem about the uniqueness (up to geometrical local terms) of the renormalized stress tensor [3, 16] and the stress tensor arising from our approach. Other possible generalizations may concern integer or half-integer spinorial fields and gauge theories.
Appendix: Main formulae
Let us consider an Euclidean N-manifold M. Suppose that M is closed (namely compact without boundary. Let A be a second-order elliptic (positive-definite) selfadjoint differential operator working on smooth real scalar fields of L 2 (M, dµ g ), µ g being the usual Riemannian measure induced by the Euclidean metric. Let us finally suppose that the spectrum of the operator is discrete. This holds, for example, in the case of the Laplace-Beltrami operator with the sign changed, namely the 0-forms Hodge-de Rham Laplacian; in such a case the multiplicity is also finite. All that we go to describe should be more o less generalizable by relaxing some of the conditions above, employing opportune spectral measures and so on. In particular one could consider the operator A working on n-forms and deal with the Hodge-de Rham formalism also in manifolds non compact or with boundary. Anyhow, this latter case could be more complicated to deal with. We leave to the mathematicians all these considerations.
Our goal is to determine how the generic eigenvalue λ n changes due to local changes of the metric g ab of the manifolds keeping fixed the topology.
Let us introduce the Euclidean action
Thus we have
Let λ n be the eigenvalue of the normalized eigenvector φ n , it holds
One may change the metric as g ab (x) → g ′ ab (x) = g ab (x)+δg ab (x). Obviously, provided opportune mathematical conditions were satisfyed, we expect to find a corresponding variation λ n → λ ′ n = λ n +δλ n . We are interested in evaluating the rate of the variation of the eigenvalues with respect to the metric. In fact, we want to compute the functional derivative:
where we employed (75). Starting from the identity just written above, we have − δλ n δg ab (x) = 2 d N y δS A δφ * n (y) δφ * n (y) δg ab (x) + 2 d N y δS A δφ n (y) δφ n (y) δg ab (x) + 2 δ g S A δg ab (x)
.
Using the formula corresponding to Eq.(73) for φ n and φ * n (notice that a further factor 1/2 appears in this case), we obtain: − δλ n δg ab (x) = −λ n d N y g(y) φ n δφ * n (y) δg ab (x) + φ * n δφ n (y) δg ab (x) + 2 δ g S A δg ab (x)
Let us look at the first term in the right hand side of the equation above. We can rewrite down that as − λ n d N y g(y) δ δg ab (x) (φ n (y)φ * n (y)) = − λ n δ δg ab (x) d N y g(y) φ n (y)φ * n (y) + λ n d N y δ g(y) δg ab (x) φ n (y)φ * n (y).
The first term in the last line vanishes due to the normalization condition in Eq.(74) which is supposed to hold during the variational process. Eventually, a few of elementary calculations produces a well-known result:
Coming back to the variational derivative of λ n with respect to the metric and making use of the obtained results in (77) we get our main equation (10) δλ n δg ab (x) = λ n 2 g(x) g ab (x) φ n (x)φ * n (x) − 2
We finally remark that in [20] a similar relation has been found in a different context as far as eigenvalues of Dirac's operator is concerned.
Let us finally prove (53). We suppose that our closed manifold is stationary, namely a global coordinate system exists in where the Euclidean metric looks like ds 2 = g 00 ( x) dx 0 dx 0 + 2g 0i ( x) dx 0 dx i + g ij ( x) dx i dx j .
where x ≡ x i ∈ Σ. Notice that ∂ 0 is a Killing vector. We suppose also that the manifold (the metric) is periodic in the coordinate x 0 with a period β. Our action reads in the considered coordinates 
where B is obviously defined with respect to the metric f ab (y) which reads f 00 (y) := g 00 (x)/β 2 and f 0i (y) := g 0i (x)/β, f ij (y) := g ij (x). Now, we observe that, in (81), variations of the parameter β can be thought as variation of the metric of the manifold, keeping fixed the topology. As for the previous proof it is convenient starting with the usual identity λ n = −2 S[ψ * n , ψ n , f ].
From that it follows 
Above,T ab (y) is the stress tensor evaluated in the coordinate y a . Let us consider the second term in (82). We can also write that as The first term in the right hand side of the equation above vanishes due to the invariant normalization condition of the modes. The second term, as well as the remaining term in (82), can be translated into the initial coordinates obtaining
Notice that, as we said above, both the integrands do not depend on x 0 beacuse the metric is stationary, and thus the integration on the temporal variable produces only a factor β. The final formula is then (53):
